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Introduction 
 

 
This assessment was commissioned by the Douglas County Food Policy Council, a stakeholder 
council convened by the Douglas County Commissioners.  Its intended audience is local 
policymakers, but readers interested in the links between agriculture and economic 
development, environmental protection, food security and improved health will all benefit.   
 
The goal of this document is to identify the benefits, challenges and opportunities for a 
successful and sustainable local food system in Douglas County and our surrounding region.   
 
Why are we studying our food system? 
 
How we currently put food onto our tables is a mystery to many of us.  Food distribution and 
procurement is global.  However, there is an emerging trend to look closer to home as 
consumers in our region continue to seek out locally-grown foods.  To explore this emerging 
demand, we are taking the first step – understanding our local food system. 
 

 How does the food we eat today make it from the farm to our plates? 

 Has it always been this way? 

 How much local food could our region produce? 

 Could the way we choose to eat actually help shape a robust local economy? 
 
Figure 1. Local Food Systems Model 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Local food systems 
are composed of all of 
the interdependent 
steps and actors that 
go into producing the 
food that is grown 
and raised in a region:  
This includes planting, 
harvesting, storing, 
transporting, 
processing, packaging 
and retailing of food.   
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What is the Douglas County Food Policy Council? 
 
The Douglas County Food Policy Council is one of 100+ councils organized in local governments 
nationwide.  Established by the County Commission in September, 2009, the Food Policy 
Council seeks to identify the benefits, challenges and opportunities for a successful, sustainable 
local food system in Douglas County.  
 
The FPC serves as a forum for discussion and coordination for community-wide efforts to 
improve the Douglas County community’s access to local food supply and distribution 
networks.   We represent a wide range of stakeholders in our food system – from agricultural 
producers to retailers to health and food security advocates. 
 
Our goals focus us on the following key priority areas:  

1. Economic development and entrepreneurial opportunities related to local food 
production and consumption 

2. Improved health outcomes 
3. Positive environmental quality impacts 
4. Increased access to, and distribution of wholesome, local food 
5. Support for local producers of sustainable food products 
6. Identification, preservation, and/or sustainable development of local resources 

including soil, agricultural land, important breeds/cultivars, water, skilled labor, capital, 
and markets 

7. Increased education and awareness on the part of Douglas County residents regarding 
the benefits of locally produced foods 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.douglas-county.com/depts/ad/su/su_fpc.aspx
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What is the scope of this report? 
 
Definitions of what qualifies as “local” abound.  In our region, there is particular focus on the 
Kaw River Valley’s twelve counties, of which Douglas County is part.   Our regional food system 
is also significantly influenced by the Kansas City metro area and Topeka, which fall within a 50 
mile radius on either side.  These population centers provide significant market opportunities 
for local growers, and add to the complexity of limiting this study’s scope.   
 
Therefore, for the purposes of this assessment, we will focus on data for Douglas, Jefferson, 
and Leavenworth Counties as the key contributors to our region’s local food system - in terms 
of both production capacity and consumer demand.  We will also consider statewide and 
regional trends, where relevant. 
 
Figure 2. Tricounty study area 

 
Our tricounty study region has a rich agricultural heritage, one that has mirrored the national 
trend towards centralization and globalization of our food supply.  These three counties are 
also in the region of the state slated to see the largest increases in population in coming years. 
 
Recently, growth in direct local food sales, and the exploding interest in local farmers markets 
points to a growing desire to re-localize our food supply.  Schools have begun to build gardens 
to feed students fresh produce, and area restaurants have begun touting the locally-produced 
items on their menus.   
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Historic Trends 
Population and production trends that have shaped our food system  

 
Kansas’ population has grown from 1.4 million people in 1890 to over 2.9 million people in 2010.  This 
trend is mirrored in the tricounty study region: As one of the fastest growing regions of Kansas, these 
three counties are projected to reach a total population of 286,000 people by 20301.1. 
 
It seems logical to assume that the amount of farms and food production would keep pace with the 
increased consumption of a burgeoning population. In terms of sheer numbers of farms, this has not 
been the case. In 1890, there were over 100,000 farms in Kansas, reaching 165,000 in 1920.  Today 
there are only 65,000 farms in our state1.2. 
 
While the number of farms has experienced steep declines, the actual numbers of acres of farmland and 
cropland have increased since 1890, with only a slight decrease since the 1930 peak.  Clearly, the 
increasing population and decrease in acres in production signals a considerable consolidation and 
mechanization of our agricultural systems.  As Kansas farmers embraced available technologies, we 
were able to feed more people on fewer acres with fewer farmers. 

 
Figure 3.  Kansas Number of Farms            Figure 4. Kansas Acres in Farms 

               
          Appendix Chart 1.1 

 
Tricounty Number of Farms, 1950 – 2007 
 
The acres of land in farmland and in cropland in the tricounty area follow state trends, dropping 
between 1950 and 2007. The number of farmers in the region dropped also from over 5000 to only 3380 
at the present time — further evidence of the consolidation of our region’s food system1.2. 
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Figure 5.  Tricounty Number of Farms 

 
                   Appendix Chart 1.2 
 
Fruits and vegetables used to be produced in abundance in Kansas. In 1920, nearly three-quarters of 
Kansas’ farmers produced vegetables for home use, and the majority were producing vegetables for 
sale. The value of the vegetables produced for home use was estimated at $6.4 million, in addition to 
the $9.3 million in value for vegetables sold, in 1920 dollars (not adjusted for inflation)1.2.  
 
Over 40,000 farms had land in fruit or nut orchards in 1920, which increased to 43,000 farms in 1950. By 
2007, these numbers have all dropped precipitously — only 473 farms were producing vegetables for 
sale, and 432 still had land in orchards. Vegetables for home use are not even tracked by the Census of 
Agriculture anymore.  Planted acres have increased slightly for these crops, including vegetables grown 
under glass1.2.  
 

Figure 6.  Kansas Farms Growing Fruits and Vegetables 

 
       Appendix Table 1.3 

Census of Agriculture collected data on vegetables for home use was only 
collected until 1950, so we don’t have that data for later years.  
After 1997, the number of Farms with Land in Orchards leveled off at 450 farms. 
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What we can see from this data, however, is that in the past, Kansas farmers used to provide a more 
diverse array of products to the market. These farms also used to be more self-sufficient, providing 
more of the food for their own tables. In today’s monoculture-intensive farming system, this is no longer 
the case. Clearly, our regional food system has undergone dramatic changes in the past half century.   To 
illustrate this shift, we highlight the reported distances to the “trading center visited most recently” by 
the 1,650 farmers in Douglas County in 1950: 

 
Figure 7:  Census Distance to Trading Center 

 
 
 
In 1950, only 785 of these farms owned a “motor truck.” Of the total farms, 674 farmed with tractors 
and no draft animals, 488 farmed with a combination of tractor, horses and mules, 186 used only horses 
or mules, and 272 used no draft animals or tractors1.2. Due to the localized arrangement of the 
production and distribution, small-scale farms that produced a variety of products had ready access to 
markets. This would seemingly have made it possible for people to provide for themselves on their 
farms, while profiting on the sale of their excess to nearby, quickly accessible markets.  
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The face of farming in our communities is also changing:  According to the 1940 Census of Agriculture, 
half of the farmers in our region ranged between 35-54 years old. Today, the average farmer in Kansas is 
56 years old.  In fact, the 1940 Census didn’t count farmers over 75.  Today, Kansas has 10,931 farmers 
over age 75 farming full time1.2. 

 
Figure 8. 1940 Census of Agriculture – Farmer Age 

 
 

Figure 9. 2007 Census of Agriculture – Farmer Age 

 
 
The Douglas County 2007 Census of Agriculture Data reveals this changing face of farming. 
Of the 1040 farmers in the County: 
 

 Only 35 percent are employed full time on farm. 

 65 percent claim off-farm employment as main income. 

 14 percent of farm operators are women. 

 Average age is 58.5 years. 
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Natural Resources 
The biological base that supports life systems and functions 
 
What do we know? 

To get a better understanding of the potential of the tricounty area to produce food, it is first necessary 
to examine the natural resources of the region. This assessment of the region’s resources is critical to 
understanding the balance between our population’s needs, its agricultural demands, and the native 
ecology and the biodiversity that our region supports.  
 
Land Resources 
 
Kansas soils have long been prized for their deep, flat deposits of rich, productive topsoil. Soils are 
categorized into classes based on their quality and their cultivation capabilities: 

 Class I soils have slight limitations that restrict their use.  

 Class II soils have moderate limitations that reduce the choice of plants or require 

 moderate conservation practices.  

 Class III soils have severe limitations that reduce the choice of plants or require special 

 conservation practices, or both.  

 Class IV soils have very severe limitations that restrict the choice of plants or require 

 very careful management, or both.   

 
Figure 10:  Distribution of Class I and II Soils in Tricounty Area: 

  Soil Class (acres) Land Use (acres) 

  Class I Class II Cropland Rangeland 

Douglas County 8,416 31,721 84,217 78,806 

Jefferson County 2,676 49,317 96,394 67,606 

Leavenworth County 3,387 54,071 73,027 14,941 

Tricounty Total 14,479 135,109 253,638 161,353 
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Prime farmland, for the purposes of this report, are soils designated as Class I and II. These are soils that can support nearly all cultivation 
practices, including more the more nutrient-intense production of fruit and vegetable crops. The distribution of the different soil classes are 
shown in Map 1. 
  
These fertile soils line the Kansas River and surrounding creeks and tributaries. Class I soils are in far shorter supply, and are primarily 
concentrated in Douglas County – with more than Jefferson and Leavenworth combined.   However, despite their relative abundance in 
Douglas County, Class I soils only represent 2.9% of the total soil acreage.  Conversely, Douglas County has the fewest acres of Class II soils – 
Leavenworth has the greatest concentration and, in fact, has the most total acreage of Class I and II soils. 
 
 
Figure 11:  Map 1:  Class I and II Soils in Tricounty Area: 
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Map 2: Land Use Type With Class I Soil in Douglas County(2.4) and Map 3: Land Use Type With Class II Soil in Douglas County show the prime 
farmland soils in the county. One of the first notable trends that can be detected upon the close inspection of these maps is that land use does 
not seem to conform with any consistency to the distribution of Class I and II soils.  That is to say that the placement of residential areas, utility 
areas, and even agricultural areas does not appear to be dictated by soil quality.   
 

Figure 12: Map 2:  Land Use Type with Class I Soils in Douglas County 
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Figure 13: Map 3:  Land Use Type with Class II Soils in Douglas County 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14:  Land use in Douglas County is distributed as follows: 

 

Appendix Table 2.1 
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Map 4: Douglas County Development on Class I & II Soil shows the growth of Lawrence over time starting in 1865, overlaid with zones of Class I 

and II soils in Douglas County.  The clear trend has been to develop to the west of the original city boundaries. What is also clear is that the rate 

of land development is increasing and that the presence of rare and productive agricultural soils does seem to dictate development patterns.  

These same Kansas river bottom soils present other difficulties for development (e.g. extension of infrastructure and down-stream flooding).  

 

Figure 15: Map 4:  Douglas County Development History on Class I and II Soils: 

 

 

 

Given the resource that Class I and II soils provide, they are potential sites for development of a sustainable, local food system within our 

region.   Their unique characteristics support nearly all cultivation practices – but especially the nutrient-intense production of fruit and 

vegetable crops.  The concentrations of Class I soils to the northeast of the City of Lawrence and those that snake around the tributaries and 

creeks south of Lawrence are of particular interest given their proximity to the majority of consumers in the County. 
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Three maps from Horizon 2020 further elaborate on this topic, 

entitled Map 3-1: Lawrence Urban Growth Area, Service Areas & 

Future Land Use; Map 3-2: Lawrence Future Land Use; and Map 

3-3: Douglas County Urban Growth Areas. These maps all 

indicate growth to the northeast of the city, which we have 

already pointed out is rich with Class I soils, yet none of the 

proposed growth is agricultural.  Uses are industrial, low-density 

residential, mixed use, office/public, and parks/open space (see 

Map 3-1).   

There are a few, small areas on the map that are considered 

“Service Area 1.”  Horizon 2020 has this to say about future land 

use in these areas: “Prior to annexation, only development for 

agricultural purposes is permitted within Service Area 1.  Rural 

residential development and other non-agricultural types of uses 

within Service Area 1 shall not proceed until the property: is 

annexed into the city, has access to public utilities and services, 

is platted and [zoned] to a city zoning category.” 

According to Horizon 2020: “Criteria to be used for review of land divisions for rural residential uses shall 

include: minimum acreage requirements; availability of a rural water meter; access to a paved road; 

compliance with minimum road frontage and entrance spacing requirements; and the presence of 

developable area that is unencumbered by: regulatory floodways, hydric soils, steep slopes (greater 

than 15%), or historic landmarks or features.”   

While the criteria considered for development do include soils, it is the consideration of soil water 

saturation, not soil quality characteristics that influence development decisions.   

This seems to indicate that land use planning still needs to consider the city’s local food system future, 

and that urban agriculture is not yet a priority.  Chapter 16 of Horizon 2020 is a draft Environmental 

Chapter, currently under review by the City and County Commissions.  This Chapter contains preliminary 

language about the importance of preserving soil resources in these areas, and the concern for local 

food production.  

Growth management is a goal of Horizon 2020, and future planning in Douglas County: 

“Goal 2: Conserve the Rural Character of Douglas County. The pattern of rural residential development 

should be to cluster residences to minimize impacts on the rural character of Douglas County and to 

protect existing agricultural and natural uses in those areas beyond the UGA of Lawrence, and the other 

incorporated cities of Eudora, Baldwin City and Lecompton.”  

 

Horizon 2020 is the 

Comprehensive Plan for the 

City of Lawrence and Douglas 

County.  It expresses the 

community's desires about 

the future image of the 

community, and provides the 

framework for physical 

development and policy 

decisions in the future. It is 

used as a policy guide that 

identifies the community's 

goals for directing future land 

use decisions. 

lawrenceks.org/pds/lr-H2020 

 

http://lawrenceks.org/pds/lr-H2020
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Water Resources 

The three counties in this study are found within the Kansas-Lower Republican basin, one of the 12 

basins that comprise the state. The Kansas-Lower Republican basin houses the largest population of all 

Kansas water basins (Johnson County and Douglas County contribute most heavily to the high 

population), and is comprised of part or all of 25 counties. The past 40 years have borne two major 

trends in land use within the basin:  

1. Rural counties have consistently lost population with a little over 10 percent loss each decade. 

2. Urban counties have continually seen population growth, particularly Johnson and Douglas 

Counties. 

The basin is home to 27,629 miles of streams, for an average of 2.7 stream miles/square mile.   

Groundwater within the basin is found mainly within three aquifers: the Dakota, glacial drift and alluvial.   

Most residents receive water from surface water sources such as streams and reservoirs.  Lawrence, 

Baldwin, and rural water districts within Douglas County directly contract water supply storage in 

Clinton Lake. The map below shows water use by county.   

Figure 16:  Water Use by County in Lower Republican (2006) 
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The water supplies in the tricounty area are most heavily used by municipal sources, especially in 

Douglas and Leavenworth counties. Irrigation is the biggest user of water supplies in Jefferson County, 

however. Thus, population growth and farming trends have a direct impact relation with water sources 

in the study region.  

The Kansas-Lower Republic Basin has the most streambank miles of the twelve basins in Kansas with 

60,604 miles.  Given a 100 ft. corridor along the banks, streambank miles can be broken down as 

follows: 

 29 percent forested 

 21 percent pasture and grassland 

 18 percent tree and pasture mix 

 16 percent cropland 

 2 percent urban and tree/urban (This is the largest percentage found in any of the    

twelve basins.) 

 

Climate 

The tricounty area has a humid continental climate, which means the vast majority of the annual 

precipitation falls during the growing season. The growing season lasts 196 days on average, typically 

between April 10 (last killing frost date) and October 23 (first killing frost date). In Douglas County, the 

mean annual precipitation is near 35 inches. These conditions give Kansas strong potential in the 

agricultural sector, especially when combined with the thick topsoil and level planting acreage seen 

throughout the state. 
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What does this mean for the future? 

 The concentration of Class 1 soils should have strong implications for future development 

projects. Specifically, the ability of the region to produce high-value, specialty crops will be 

limited if these soils are not available for food production.  

 The vast majority of the region’s land is classified for agricultural use. The opportunity to 

preserve these lands as we develop over the future remains.   

 A significant portion of the area is classified as residential, meaning home gardens could 

significantly add to the production levels in Douglas County. Zoning laws that limit or encourage 

home food production can impact how strong this addition may be.  

 Municipal water use and water for irrigation are the two largest draws on our existing water 

resources.  The potential for graywater, or reuse of certain municipal waters, as irrigation water 

may help reduce the rapid drawdown of our water table.  

 

What else would we like to know? 

 How would our county planning and development outlook change if we actively sought to 

preserve Class I and II soils for agricultural usage? 

 How can our future planning encourage and support increased urban agriculture? 

 How can we better conserve our water resources, especially in the municipal and irrigation 

sectors?  How do our water supplies impact our ability to grow fruit/vegetable crops? 

 What are on the policies on residentially zoned properties that limit or encourage food 

production? 
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Production  
The cultivation of edible plants and domestication of animals 
 
 

What do we know? 

Land Use  

The Kansas landscape is dominated by farmland, which accounts for more than 90 percent of the 52 

million-plus acres that comprise the state.  Farmed land can be broken down into categories by use for 

further investigation:  

 Cropland is land planted in crops or used for pasture or grazing. 

 Woodland is land some of which is pastured and some of which may just be woodland that is 

present as part of the farms’ total operation 

 Permanent pasture and rangeland is grazable land that does not qualify as woodland or 

cropland pasture, the quality of which may range from high quality pasture to near wasteland 

 Land in farm buildings, ponds, roads, etc. 

 

Agricultural land is tracked by the Census of Agriculture, which is conducted every 5 years (the most 

recent one took place in 2007)3.1.  

 

Figure 17:  Tricounty Agricultural Land Use, 2007 

 

 

       US Census of Agriculture 2007, Appendix Chart 3.1  
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By comparing the data collected by the Census of Agriculture in 2002 to 2007, some significant changes 

in cropland are apparent:3.1 

 Total Cropland: The amount of total cropland has decreased in the state of Kansas with a loss of 

over 1.3 million acres.  Both Jefferson and Leavenworth counties have each shown over 13,000 

acres lost of total cropland while the total acreage in cropland in Douglas County has increased by 

over 12,000 acres.  The increase in Douglas County’s total cropland can potentially be attributed to 

the increase in number of farms over that same period, from 764 to 837 farms. 

 Harvested Cropland: With the exception of Leavenworth County, there has been an increase in the 

acres of harvested cropland – almost 1 million additional acres throughout the state.   

 Pasture and Grazing Only:  Kansas as a whole — and each county in the tricounty foodshed —has 

shown significant decreases in the area of cropland allotted to pasture and grazing. The 5 year span 

showed a decrease of 1 million acres in the state, and 40,000 acres in all three counties combined.   

 Woodland:  Woodland acreage has increased across the board with the exception of Leavenworth, 

though pastured woodland is down throughout the state as well as the tricounty foodshed.   

 Permanent Pasture and Rangeland:  Land in permanent pasture and rangeland has increased by  

half a million acres throughout the state, and by just over 45,000 acres within all three counties. 

Agricultural land is also sometimes enrolled in various conservation programs and is not being used as 

cropland.  The tricounty area houses 32,953 acres of land enrolled in Conservation Reserve, Wetlands 

Reserve, Farmable Wetlands, or Conservation Reserve Enhancement Programs3.1.   

Figure 18:  Snapshot of Food Production in Tricounty Area: Census of Agriculture, 2007, see Appendix 

Chart 3.2. 
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Grain and Soybean Production 

Widely recognized as “The Wheat State,” Kansas has long been a leader in the production of wheat 

along with other major grains, including corn and soybeans. A historical perspective on changes in land 

acreage devoted to crops can help identify trends.  

Figure 19:  Major Grains in Tricounty Area (acres) 

 

     U.S. Census of Agiriculture, 1982 through 2007 

While Douglas and Jefferson counties have been increasing the acreage devoted to the cultivation of 

wheat, corn and soybeans, Leavenworth County has shown a slow decrease in the production of these 

grains.  Of the three major grains produced in the tricounty area, acreage under corn production 

showed the most dramatic increase, up from 48,000 acres in 1982 to 83,000 acres in 20073.1. 

Of all farmed land in the state, a little over 32 percent is occupied in grain production, as is close to one-

fifth of all farmed land in each county in the study area. Kansas lives up to its reputation as a strong 

wheat producer, with approximately 8.5 million acres (18.4 percent) of all farmland used to cultivate 

wheat. No other grain grown in the state accounts for even half this much acreage. Of all bushels of 

grain produced within the state, 35 percent are bushels of wheat. In the tricounty study area, however, 

just over 7 percent of all bushels of grain produced are wheat3.1.  

While wheat accounts for the greatest acreage of all grain crops in the state, it does not produce the 

most bushels of grain.  Corn, in fact, accounts for 64.75 percent of all bushels of grain produced within 

the entire state, and nearly 93 percent of all bushels of grain produced within the tricounty foodshed.  A 

shortfall in the available data: There is no way to distinguish how much grain is devoted to cattle and 

how much is ultimately consumed by humans. In general, however, the majority of wheat is used 
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grown for human consumption, while practically all grain corn and milo is for animal feed, and soybean 

production is split between both groups. (See specific numbers in Appendix Table 3.3.) 

 Soybeans are another important commodity crop, accounting for 5.6 percent of all farmed land in 

Kansas. The tricounty foodshed produces a significantly higher ratio of soybeans, with a combined total 

of 15.27 percent of total farmland planted in soybeans. (See the specific numbers of acreage in 

Appendix Table 3.3).  

There has been a dramatic drop in the acreage devoted to oats, barley and sorghum within the three 

counties.  A closer look at the data reveals that sorghum was once heavily produced, and is primarily 

responsible for the sharp decline.  

It is worth noting that not all agricultural land is used for the production of edible plants.  This chapter 

does not address farmland that is used for the cultivation of cotton, ornamental crops, that is occupied 

by greenhouses, or is planted in sod, etc.  

Animals and Meat Production 

Animal production has changed over time.  The following graphs break down meat production for both 

cattle and calves sold in the past 25 years, followed by hogs and pigs.  There is not enough data to 

discern any real trends in the rest of the categories. 

Figure 20:  Cattle and Calves Sold in Tricounty Area: 

 

      US Census of Agriculture, 1982 through 2007 

Jefferson County has shown a sharp increase in cattle production over the past few decades, while both 

Douglas and Leavenworth counties continue to steadily decrease. 
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Figure 21:  Hogs and Pigs Sold in Tricounty Area: 

 

      US Census of Agriculture, 1982 through 2007 

In all three counties we see a dramatic drop in the number of hogs and pigs sold since 1982. 

Data in the analysis of livestock production takes into account beef cattle, hogs and pigs, broiler and 

meat-type chickens, sheep and lambs. There are several emerging markets in Kansas for production of 

specialty meats such as bison, goat, emu, etc., but these are not yet widespread nor measured by the 

census.    

Beef cattle constitute the vast majority of livestock production, with 46 percent more heads sold than 

the runner up - hogs and pigs3.1. Broilers and meat-type chickens sold in 2007 don’t value even half a 

percent of the number of beef cattle sold.  Data gathered by the census tracks sheep and lamb 

production by total inventory as opposed to number sold, and thus, cannot be adequately compared. 

(Exact numbers are available in Appendix Table 3.4) 

Vegetable/Fruit Production 

The graph below displays the number of farms reported to be growing various crops, including fruits and 

vegetables, across the state of Kansas. Starting in 1997, the number of farms growing vegetables for 

home use had shrunk to be almost negligible, thus, the Census of Agriculture stopped keeping track of 

the numbers.   
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Figure 22:  Vegetable and Fruit Production in Kansas (by number of farms): 

 

        Census of Agriculture, 1920 - 2007 

In addition to declines in the numbers of farms, the sheer number of acreage planted to fruits and 

vegetables has also shown a striking decline. 

 

Figure 23:  Acres of Fruits and Vegetables in Kansas: 

 

        US Census of Agriculture, 1920-2007 
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Not shown in the graphs above are vegetables grown under glass. The number of acres in this category 

are miniscule in comparison to the other data sets; however, this category has followed the same 

pattern. Since 1920, there has been a sharp decline, but since 1997 the number has started to slowly 

rise3.1.  

The tricounty area’s rich soils and long stretches of even terrain make it well suited for the cultivation of 

specialty crops, such as fruits and vegetables, which require more nutrients and resources.  

Since 1982, there has been an overall increase in the acreage devoted to vegetable production. Both 

Jefferson and Douglas counties have seen such an increase, while Leavenworth has lost land planted in 

vegetables over the same time period3.1. 

Figure 24:  Tricounty Acres Planted in Vegetables: 

 

 

   U.S. Census of Agriculture, 1982 through 2007 
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Five vegetable crops of particular importance — due to their popularity and inclusion in many different 

American diets — are lettuce, potatoes, tomatoes, bell peppers and onions.  

There are some interesting trends regarding these crops in the tricounty region3.1: 

 Lettuce:  Of the 3 acres of land in Kansas devoted to lettuce production, it is known that 1 acre is 

within Douglas County, making the county host to one-third of all commercial lettuce cultivation 

in the state.   

 

 Onions: 3 acres of land within the foodshed are devoted to dry (not green) onion production.  

 

 Bell Peppers: 9 acres of land support bell pepper production.   

 

 Potatoes: Of the five highlighted vegetable crops, potatoes utilize the most land in the state, 

planted in 5,266 acres.  However, there are only 10 acres dedicated to potatoes in the tricounty 

area. 

 

 Tomatoes: Tomatoes in the open (those not grown under cover, such as in greenhouses, high 

tunnels, etc.) are planted in the most space, 24 acres, within the tricounty foodshed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Census data allows us to get a relatively clear picture of current production and a historical perspective 

of production within the tricounty food system.  Speaking more specifically to an overall local food 

system, a portion of the region’s farms has begun to specialize. 

 Of the 3,380 farms in the study area, 

 756 practice conservation methods, 

 135 sell value-added products, and 

 36 sell through a Community Supported Agriculture program (CSA) 3.1. 

 

Unfortunately, much data is lacking, especially in the realm of high-dollar, high-input specialty crops, 

which are of significant economic potential in a vibrant local food system.   

The 386 acres of farmland in our tricounty area devoted to orchards, vegetable, and 

berry production represent less than 0.1% of total crop production. 

However, these acres make up 4.36 percent of the total land in vegetable production 

within the entire state. 
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What does this mean for the future? 

 
 Potential for reinvigoration of a diversified meat market – currently, only production of cattle 

has increased over the last 20 years in Douglas County while production of other commonly 

consumed meat animals, most notably hogs, has declined precipitously. 

 Level stretches of high-quality soils offer the potential for increased high-value, specialty crop 

production (such as popular vegetable varieties). Vegetable production has seen an increase in 

Douglas County in recent years, following a sharp decline through the preceding half-century. 

 The region has flat-lined in acreage of fruit orchards, after dropping the number of acres to a 

low around 1997. The area has the potential to support the growth of several fruit crops, 

including apples, pears, melons, and many varieties of berries. Fruits arguable have a wider 

market, and are more popular among consumers, than many vegetable varieties.  

 Our more than ample grain production calls to the front a concerning trend in the area’s 

agriculture: Most of these grains are exported out of the region before they are consumed. 

Much of the region’s grains are also grown for animal feed. 

  It is likely that the increased vegetable production has followed an enthusiastic increase in 

demand throughout Douglas County for locally produced goods. Vendors at the Downtown 

Lawrence Farmers’ Market often cannot bring enough to meet demand, and a local CSA (Rolling 

Prairie Farmers’ Alliance) have reached their maximum membership the past several years 

despite increased producer participation; despite adding more growers the demand continues 

to grow faster than can be satisfied by the contributing producers. 

What else would we like to know? 

 What is the potential for increased year-round production with the implementation of hoop and 

green houses?  

 What is the potential for urban agriculture in Lawrence?  

 How would our grain and meat production change if grass-fed, free-range methods were 

standard practice?  

 What is the potential for local grain processors to develop workable businesses in the region? 

 A better, more detailed analysis of specialty crop production in order to plan more accurately 

and assess more clearly the viability of these markets in Douglas County. Currently, only an 

estimated number of acres under production, classified by crop, is available. The Census of 

Agriculture does not track yields and monetary return.  
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Consumption 
The purchase and use of food by members of our community 
 
What do we know? 

How Much We Eat 

 

The USDA’s Economic Research Service annually calculates how many pounds we eat from various food 
groups4.1. These data are termed “loss adjusted food availability” because they not only report 
production, imports and exports but also weight losses from the farm to the retail level, losses from the 
retail level to the consumer, and also losses that occur in the home. Some of these are expected losses 
(such as buying a cut of meat, and the weight of the bone would be factored in to the loss factor), while 
others are due to products going bad and being thrown out before they can be eaten. Because the food 
chain includes loss factors, we can also calculate the amount of product that is needed in agricultural 
production at the farm gate to supply the dietary consumption, termed “primary weight.”  
 
The average number of servings residents in the tricounty area currently consume in each food group 
does not match the USDA food pyramid recommendations. However, we can calculate how much 
production would be required if we all ate a properly balanced diet4.2. Appendix Table 4.1 gives the full 
data set, and the table below displays the most relevant pieces.  

For most of the food groups, U.S. consumers eat more than the recommended daily allowance. The 
exception to this is in the fruit, dairy, and vegetable categories, where consumption is much less than 
the recommended levels.  

Figure 25:  Amount Consumed Per Person (U.S. Average): 

Food Pyramid Categories Number of Food 
Pyramid Servings 

Consumed per 
day 

Food Pyramid 
Recommended 

Servings for 2000 
calorie diet 

   

Total protein sources  6.77 oz  5.5 oz 

Total potatoes  0.47 cups  0.40 cups 

Total other vegetables 
 

1.10 cups  2.1 cups 

Total fruit  0.84 cups  2 cups 

Total milk/dairy  1.68 cups  3 cups 

Total added fats and oils  13.66 tsp   6 tsp 

Total caloric sweeteners 28.70 tsp  16.7 tsp 

Total grains  7.69 oz  6 oz 

USDA Economic Research Service 
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The strengths and limitations of these data are described in great detail in USDA documents. One area 
of indecision seems to be in the dry legumes, such as peas, beans, and lentils. USDA has them under 
“vegetables,” but they are also considered a dietary source of protein, so we moved them into the 
protein category. A gap in the data seems to be the consumption of soy products as both a source of 
protein, and also calcium if consumed as tofu. They weren’t listed under any food group.  
 
The Food Pyramid guidelines can be tailored to specific calorie levels, depending on the age and activity 
levels, which can vary between 1600 and 3000 calories per day. We chose to present the 2000 calorie 
per day as an average, since it will apply to a fairly large group of people, and also is the basis for the 
“food facts” calculations of vitamin and mineral content on packaged foods. 

In the graph below, we compared the 2008 actual consumption of various food categories, compared 
with the USDA Food Pyramid recommended consumption.  As you can see, we are consuming more 
meat, flour, potatoes, fats, and sugars than recommended.  We are eating significantly fewer servings 
of dairy, fruit, and vegetables than are advised. 
 

Figure 26:  Consumption (Actual v. Recommended): 
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How our food choices impact our health 

 Fruits and vegetables, as part of a healthy diet, are important for optimal child growth, weight 
management and chronic disease prevention.  According to the CDC’s State Indicator Report on Fruits 
and Vegetables, only 10.6 percent of adults and 10.1 percent of adolescents in Kansas eat the 
recommended three vegetable and two fruit servings per day4.3. 

The Kansas Health Institute recently conducted a Kansas Health and Nutrition Survey designed to gather 
Kansas-specific data for factors that influence eating behaviors.  This statewide Healthy Eating Index 
found that the average score for Kansans was 54/100, with only 8 percent of statewide residents eating 
a “good” diet — one that follows the USDA Food Pyramid recommendations4.4. 
 
Figure 27:  Kansas Healthy Eating Index Results: 
 

 
 
Our tricounty area mirrors statewide trends.  In 2009, the Kansas Health Institute released their Kansas 
health rankings for each county — incorporating data on health behaviors, the physical environment, 
socioeconomic factors and access to health care.  Out of 105 total counties, our tricounty study area 
ranked4.5: 

 Douglas — 29th 
 Jefferson — 48th 
 Leavenworth — 50th 

 
That same study also tracked adult overweight/obesity percentages for residents of our tricounty study 
area.  In Douglas County, 54.5 percent of adults are overweight/obese. Leavenworth and Jefferson are 
slightly higher, at 61.4 percent and 61.7 percent respectively4.5. 
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How Much Money We Spend on Food 

Consumer habits in the tricounty regions are partly traceable through food sales data. The U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics estimates the average annual per capita expenditure on food is $2,577 (see Appendix 
Table 4.1). This equates to about $540 million spent annually by residents of the tricounty area4.6.  

The figure below gives the exact numbers on how food dollars are spent in the state as well as each of 
the three counties (see Appendix Table 4.2).  Approximately 42 percent of the region’s food dollars are 

spent on food prepared outside of the home (such as meals ordered from restaurants)4.6 . 

Figure 28:  Food Expenditures by County  

 

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010, Appendix Table 4.2 
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A more detailed breakdown shows how consumers in each county are spending their food dollars 
among the various food groups: 
 

Figure 29:   Annual Food Expenditure by Category 
 

 
              U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010, Appendix Table 4.3 

 

Total dollars spent in each food category for the entire tricounty area4.6: 
 

 $71 million spent on meats 
 

 $55 million spent on fruits and vegetables 
 

 $42 million spent on cereals 
 

 $36 million spent on dairy products 
 

Appendix Table 4.3 displays information from the Kansas Department of Revenue coded with even finer 
resolution to distinguish grocery stores from other types of food stores, full-service restaurants from 
others, and so on. The table shows that the tricounty area, in 2009, had4.7: 

 52 grocery stores, with $193 million in sales (49 percent of total food sales) 

  149 full-service restaurants, with $66.8 million in sales  

 81 limited-service eating places, with $66.8 million in sales 

 61 drinking places (alcoholic beverages), with $12.8 million in sales 

 105 specialty food stores, $2.34 million in sales 
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The Kansas Department of Revenue reports taxable income from food sales at grocery stores and 
restaurants in the tricounty area. According to the Dept. of Revenue, in 2009, there were 176 food and 
beverage stores, and 439 food service and drinking places in the study area, resulting in $392 million of 
estimated taxable food sales4.7.  This is significantly lower than the $540 million in sales we should be 
seeing, as estimated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

A potential explanation of the discrepancy is the coding of food stores in the sales tax categories.  The 
state sales tax codes put the “box stores” in a different category from food stores.  These “general 
merchandise” stores are not required to report food separately from non-food, creating s a gap in our 
ability to specifically calculate food sales. This means that any food purchased from Walmart — the 
largest grocery retailer in the U.S. — is not accounted in this tax data.  Industry estimates of food sales 
compared to total sales range from 18% (Target) to 35-45% (Wal-Mart and Sam’s Club). 
 
In addition to data gap left by food purchases at “general merchandise” stores, there might be other 
factors at play: 
 

 Potential out-of-area shopping trips (i.e. Douglas County residents shopping in Johnson County). 

 Food sold on university campuses or military bases. 

 “Self-provisioning” in terms of gardening, hunting, and buying from neighbors (or from one of 
the four farmers markets in the tricounty area). 

 
In the table below, we compare taxable food sales data to national averages by taking the 2006 and 
2009 taxable food sales divided by the population in each county during that period to estimate a per 
capita figure. Kansas averages about $2000 per person, which is somewhat below the national average 
of $2577 (and below the average for the Midwest of $2,486). In Douglas county, per capita expenditures 
drop from $2663 to $2316 from 2006 to 2009. Leavenworth, and especially Jefferson counties are well 
below the national average, again indicating that many food sales are not being tracked in these 
particular sales outlets, but are occurring out-of-county, or at box stores. 
 

Figure 30: Food Sales in $ per capita for 2006 and 2009  

 

 Taxable Sales Population Food Sales per capita 

2009    

Douglas $269,510,995 116,383 $2,316 

Jefferson $17,298,844 18,207 $950 

Leavenworth $104,918,573 75,227 $1,395 

3 county TOTAL $391,728,411 209,817 $1,867 

State TOTAL $5,870,788,406 2,918,747 $2,011 

    

2006    

Douglas $299,738,255 112,559 $2,663 

Jefferson $17,105,868 18,429 $928 

Leavenworth $97,877,520 72,530 $1,349 

3 county TOTAL $414,721,643 203,518 $2,038 

State TOTAL all $5,644,729,320 2,756,267 $2,048 
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Age can make a difference in spending habits, with people under age 30 spending an average of $2,290 
per year, the lowest, and those over 50 spending $2,959, the highest level. Nationally, those living 
outside of urban areas spend $2,371, while those in towns over 100,000 spend $2,418. The most was 
spent by those living in urban areas of 2.5 to 5 million people, at $2,836. So, though there is some 
variation in expenditure due to other factors, none of these can completely explain Jefferson county 
residents spending less than $1000 per year per person for food4.6.  

The number of food sales locations per resident (See Appendix Table 4.4) also does not explain the 
lower per capita spending on food in Jefferson County. Using the number of total food sales outlets 
(packaged food and restaurants) from the Department of Revenue, we see that the total number of 
locations is lower for Jefferson county, but due to their lower population, the number per person is 
actually higher as compared to the other counties, and also to the state average.  When we look only at 
grocery stores and specialty food stores, excluding restaurants and liquor stores, we find they have 1.48 
stores per 1000 people, as compared to a tricounty total of 0.75 stores per 1000 people4.6. 
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The Role of Demographics in Food Consumption Patterns 
  
It is well-known that spending habits, including the area of food, vary based on income level. The figure 
below shows how average households at three different income levels divide their food expenditures. 

Figure 31:  Annual Spending on Food per Person per Year (based on income): 

 

Bureau of  Labor Statistics, 2008 

The three levels of income represented on the graph are: 

 
1 = The lowest total per capita expenditure on food, in the $500 - $10,000 income bracket. 
2 = The U.S. average of $62,563 income bracket. 
3 = The highest expenditure, in the above $150,000 income bracket. 
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In households earning less than $30,000, the household expenditures generally exceed income before 
taxes. This probably represents students living on loans, seniors living on retirement income, or other 
households living on savings or other non-income means of support. Thus, we find a leveling off point, 
where households earning less do spend less on food in absolute terms, but more as a percentage of 
their household income.  

Households in any income bracket did not spend less than around $1900 per person per year, and those 
earning 0-$5000 per household spent $2278 per person, or more than those earning $15-20,000. Food 
spent on particular food-group categories generally goes up with household income, with minor 
exceptions here and there. The amount spent on food away from home, and on alcoholic beverages (not 
included in food totals) also goes up as household income goes up. 

In the table below, the amount spent on various food group categories is translated into a percentage 
basis, as a portion of total food dollars. The total amount spent on food is also compared as a 
percentage of income, and also as a percentage of household expenditure. As a percentage of 
expenditure, the percentage remains fairly constant at around 13 percent, until getting to the highest 
income bracket of over $150,000, where it drops to 10 percent. However, as a percentage of income, 
food expenses for those in the $15-$20,000 per household category represents 20 percent of their 
income.  

Figure 32:  Household Food Expenditures as Percentages by Income 

 

 Consumer 
Average 

$15,000 to 
$20,000 

$40,000 
to $50 

$80,000 
to $100 

$150,000 
and more 

food as a % of income  10%  20%  12%  10%  6%  

food as a % of annual expenditures  13%  14%  13%  13%  10%  

      

Fruits and Vegetables as a % of total 
food  

10%  12%  10%  10%  9%  

meat as a % of total food  13%  15%  15%  12%  10%  

cereal as a % of total food  8%  10%  8%  8%  6%  

dairy as a % of total food  7%  9%  7%  7%  5%  

      

eating out as % of total food  42%  30%  39%  42%  54%  

      

Other foods as % of food dollar  21%  27%  25%  18%  13%  

Sugar and other sweets  2%  3%  2%  2%  2%  

fats and oils  2%  3%  2%  2%  1%  
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What does this mean for the future? 
 

 Future plans for local and regional food systems in the tricounty region can address the 
consumption “gap” between what we are eating today and what we should be eating - 
especially by considering scaling up the production of local fruits, vegetables and dairy. 
 

 With food sales in our tricounty region totaling $540 million, a significant opportunity exists to 
capture more economic activity in our region with the development and promotion of a local 
food system. 
 

 Tracking of local food purchases is a significant hurdle, as grocery stores currently have little 
opportunity and/or incentive to track these sales. Especially as many food purchases are 
occurring at “general merchandise” stores such as Target, and Wal-Mart, this becomes 
especially difficult to track. 
 

 With 42 percent of food purchases occurring out of home, restaurants and institutional food 
providers can play a significant role in determining the mix of local and non-local food choices. 
An opportunity for education for in-home food preparation also exists. 
 

 Food purchases represent a significant percentage of income, especially for the low-income 
residents in our community.  Efforts to build a local and regional food system must consider 
price impacts. 

 
 

What else would we like to know? 
 

 More details on the percentage of the region’s food dollars that are captured at box stores, such 
as WalMart and Target, as well as “dollar stores,” would help pinpoint spending and consumer 
trends. 
 

 What level of self-provisioning (i.e. gardening, hunting) is occurring in our region, and how 
significantly does this impact food purchase data? 
 

 How could larger institutions most effectively incorporate local and freshly prepared foods into 
their menus and operations? Is there the potential for a local foods distributor to be set up and 
run, either privately or publically, that sources local foods and parcels them to various retailers? 
 

 Recognizing that people are not able to change their consumption habits or diet patterns 
without the knowledge of the steps to take, what are the best ways to educate residents on 
purchasing, preparation and preservation of fresh, local foods? 
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Consumption & Production 
What does this all mean? 

 

A well-informed snapshot of our region's food relationships is critical to future food system planning.  The 

previous chapters on Consumption and Production highlight that there are significant gaps between our region’s 

demand for food and our current production.  To summarize: 

 

 In a region dominated by farmland, we find that only 386 acres of farmland in our tricounty area are 

devoted to orchards, vegetable, and berry production – representing less than 0.1% of total 

production acreage in our tricounty area. 

 The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that we should be spending $540 million a year on food, yet 

the KS Department of Revenue is only capturing $392 million.  Where is this missing money going, and 

could we capture those dollars back into our local economy?  

 Our residents are spending an average of 10 percent of their income on food purchases – with low-

income populations spending up to 20 percent. 

 If we ate according to the food pyramid, we could create significant demand for more fresh fruits and 

vegetables, grown locally.   

 By comparing the current production capacity and the current consumer demand, an even more 

detailed picture emerges.  Clearly, we have gaps in all food categories, with the exception of beef, 

soybeans for oil, corn, and wheat. 
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Figure 33:  Production and Consumption Data Synthesis Table: 

 

Supply needed 
to meet current 
consumption 

Supply needed to 
meet 
recommended diet 

Current 
production 
(tricounty) 

Gap or surplus 
from current 
consumption 

Gap or surplus 
from 
recommended  

 
Units are in # of animals, dozens of eggs, dairy cows, bee hives, or acres of produce and grain. 

  
  

 
(minus means have extra to export) 

Protein - meats 
 

  
   Beef and veal 32,172 26,703 55,525 -23,353 -28,822 

Pork 73,436 60,952 12,541 60,895 48,411 

Lamb 3,847 3,193 909 2,938 2,284 

Chicken 6,464,059 5,365,169 5,672 6,458,387 5,359,497 

Turkey 219,416 182,116 0 219,416 182,116 

Fish and Shellfish 3,357,072 2,786,370 0 3,357,072 2,786,370 

      Protein - other 
     Eggs 4,414,332 4,414,332 81,152 4,333,180 4,333,180 

Tree nuts 918 918 62 856 856 

Peanuts 448 448 0 448 448 

Peas, beans, 
lentils  650 650 0 650 650 

  
     Vegetables 
     Potatoes 1,044 888 10 1,034 878 

All other 
vegetables 3,768 7,196 366 3,402 6,830 

      Fruit 
     All fruit 10,487 24,959 262 10,225 24,697 

      Milk      
     Milk total 3,631 6,500 2,475 1,156 4,025 

      Fats and Oils 
   

0 0 

Soybean oil 50,847 22,373 107,102 -56,255 -84,729 

Sunflower oil 37,872 16,663 0 37,872 16,663 

      Sugars 
     Honey & syrup 9791.46 5,679 244 9,547 5,435 

  
     Grains 
     oat products 642 501 386 256 115 

barley products 56 44 85 -29 -41 

rye flour 57 44 0 57 44 

corn products 909 709 83,578 -82,669 -82,869 

rice 678 529 0 678 529 

wheat products 14,928 11,644 31,229 -16,301 -19,585 
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Processing and Distribution 
All processes of transforming food into food products, and 
transportation of food to consumers 
 

What do we know? 

The tri-county area sits in the Kaw Valley region of Kansas, between the two relatively large 
metropolitan areas of Kansas City and Topeka.  Many more food distributors and processors are located 
in the metropolitan counties, but for the purposes of this report, we will focus on Douglas, Jefferson and 
Leavenworth counties.  Clearly, as we consider the implications of scaling up a local food system, these 
metropolitan markets will play a key role. 
 
The tricounty area has a total of 46 state licensed food processors, with a wide range of products from 
granola to tofu to wine.  Our region also has four storage facilities (all in DG County).   Meat processing 
facilities are located throughout our region - with 34 located within 100 miles of Lawrence.  There are 
also five farmers’ markets in the tricounty study area that serve as an important direct marketing 
opportunity for many of these value-added products. 
 
Figure 34:  Food Processors, Storage, Farmers’ Markets: 

Number of Food Processors, Storage Facilities and Farmers' Markets in the tricounty area 

  (State Licensed) Food 
Processors 

(State Licensed) 
Food Storage 

Farmers’ markets 

Douglas 34 4 2 (1) 

Leavenworth 8 0 1 (2) 

Jefferson 4 0 1 (3) 

TOTAL 46 4 4 

(1) Cottins (11 vendors), Lawrence (97 vendors)  
(2) Leavenworth (28 vendors)  
(3) Perry (8 vendors) 
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Figure 35:  Food Processing and Storage Facilities in Tricounty area: 

State Licensed Food Storage and Processing Facilities in the tricounty area 
  
Food Storage       

  Douglas County Address City Major product(s) 

EDDY DISTRIBUTING 412 N IOWA UNIT F3 LAWRENCE   

HIMARK PRODUCE & SUPPLY 804 MAIN ST EUDORA   

O'MALLEY BEVERAGE OF KANSAS INC 2050 PACKER CT LAWRENCE   

STANDARD BEVERAGE CORPORATION 2300 LAKEVIEW LAWRENCE   

Food Processing       

  Douglas County       
BUCKS KETTLE CORN 814 N MICHIGAN ST LAWRENCE Kettle Corn 

BLUEJACKET CROSSING VINEYARD & 
WINERY LLC 

1969 N 1250 RD EUDORA Wine 

EILEEN'S COLOSSAL COOKIES 4931 W 6TH ST STE 124 LAWRENCE Cookies 

ANCIENT GRAINS 803 MASSACHUSETTS LAWRENCE Gluten-free products 

FREE STATE BREWING CO 1923 MOODIE RD LAWRENCE Beer 

LOCAL BURGER 714 VERMONT ST LAWRENCE Veggie burgers 

DON BEE INK 520 HIGH ST BALDWIN CITY   

SALUBRIS GARDENS 520 HIGH ST BALDWIN   

NUT NATION 778 N 950 RD LAWRENCE  Nuts 

CRUM'S CATSUP 520 HIGH ST BALDWIN  

BC & R STORAGE CO INC 1321 N 3RD ST LAWRENCE   

HIPPIE CHOW 2110 HARPER BLDG 21 N LAWRENCE Granola 

SAUCY DIANE 520 HIGH ST BALDWIN   

MARTIN FOODS LLC 520 HIGH ST BALDWIN CITY   

KIM'S KITCHEN 1500 W 6TH LAWRENCE   

KANBUCHA 126 INDIAN AVE LAWRENCE  Kombucha tea 

K-MART DISTRIBUTION CENTER #8273 2400 KRESGE RD LAWRENCE   

PINES INTERNATIONAL INC 1992 E 1400 RD LAWRENCE Wheatgrass 

WHEATFIELDS BAKERY 904 VERMONT LAWRENCE Bread 

WAKARUSA VALLEY FARM 965 E 1000 RD LAWRENCE Mushrooms, salad mix 

BERTS FINE CANDY 2036 E 1400 RD LAWRENCE Candy 

MEDITERRANEAN MARKET & CAFE 3300 W BOB BILLING PKWY STE B5 LAWRENCE  Mediterranean food 

CENTRAL SOYFOODS LLC 710 E 22ND ST STE C LAWRENCE Tofu 

SCHNECK ENTERPRISES INC 520 HIGH ST BALDWIN   

FRESH COFFEE ROASTERY 406 N 7TH ST STE D LAWRENCE Coffee 

PRAIRIE CHEESE 520 HIGH ST BALDWIN CITY  Cheese 

DAVENPORT ORCHARDS & VINEYARDS 1394 E 1900 RD EUDORA Wine 

M & M BAKING CO INC 101 RIVERFRONT RD LAWRENCE  Breads 
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ICL PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS LP 440 N 9TH ST LAWRENCE   

KUGLERS VINEYARD 1235 N 1100 LAWRENCE Wine 

LEBANESE FLOWER 730 MASSACHUSETT ST LAWRENCE  Prepared Foods 

SLEEPY JEAN'S CONFECTIONS INC 972 E 750 RD LAWRENCE  Chocolates 

MY NEIGHBOR STEVE'S 520 HIGH ST BALDWIN CITY  Sauces 

LE PETIT GARDEN 3009 RIVERVIEW RD LAWRENCE  Prepared Foods 

    Leavenworth County       

HILLSIDE HONEY 20100 SANTA FE TRAIL EASTON Honey 

HOLY-FIELD VINEYARD & WINERY LLC 18807 158TH ST BASEHOR Wine 

DENNEY'S PRODUCE 301 N 4TH PO BOX 343 LEAVENWORTH Fruits and Vegetables 

CEREAL INGREDIENTS 4720 S 13TH ST LEAVENWORTH Bakery supplies, mixes 

PERSNICKETY 732 SHAWNEE LEAVENWORTH   

TREEHOUSE BERRY FARM LLC 11900 222ND ST LINWOOD Jams, jellies, etc. 

CEREAL INGREDIENTS INC 4900 S 13TH ST LEAVENWORTH Bakery supplies, mixes 

HIGH NOON SALOON AND BREWERY 206 CHOCTAW LEAVENWORTH Beer 

  Jefferson County       

MAST FAMILY BAKERY & DELI 808 WALNUT ST OSKALOOSA Baked goods 

HOMETOWN GRANOLA SHOP 12529 114TH ST OSKALOOSA Granola 

REES FRUIT FARM 2476 K4 HWY TOPEKA Fruit products and baked 
goods 

JEFFERSON HILL FARM & WINERY 12381 WASHINGTON RD MC LOUTH Wine 

 
 

Figure 36:  Farmers Markets in Tricounty area: 

 

Market County Hours and Locations Number of 
Vendors 

Lawrence 
Farmers Market 

DG Saturday, 7:00 AM – 11:00 AM  (824 New Hampshire St.) 
Tuesday, 4:00 PM – 6:00 PM  (1020 Vermont St.) 
Thursday, 4:00 PM – 6:00 PM (4931 West 6th Street) 

97 

Cottins Hardware 
Farmers Market 

DG Thursday, 4:00 PM – 6:00 PM (1832 Massachusetts Street) 11 

Perry LeCompton 
Farmers Market 

JF Friday, 4:00 PM – 6:30 PM (2115 Ferguson Rd. on Hwy 24) 
 

8 

Leavenworth 
Farmers Market 

LV Saturday, 7:00 AM – 11:00 AM  
Wednesday, 3:00 PM – 6:00 PM 
(7th Street and Cherokee) Haymarket Square 

28 
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Meat Processing Facilities 
 
Meat and milk processing is handled differently than produce or grain.  Small local dairies are making a 
come-back regionally, but also suffer from price competition with larger, consolidated facilities.   
 
Kansas currently still supports small meat processing facilities, but these are declining.  Often, access to 
meat processing facilities is a major rate-limiting step that prohibits the sale of locally grown meat in 
stores, restaurants or schools.  The table below summarizes the number of meat processors within 100 
miles of Lawrence.   
 
There are more than 16 federally inspected plants in the state, with an excess capacity to process and 
export beef.  However, these large beef processing facilities do not serve local customers.  Therefore, 
our analysis only considered the facilities that sell in-state markets or provide custom processing for 
smaller customers: 
 

Figure 37:  Number of custom processing facilities and total number of animals processed within 100 
miles of Lawrence.  

Number of custom meat processing facilities and total #  of animals processed within 100 mi. of Lawrence.  
  

  State 
Licensed 
Custom 

only 

State 
inspected 

(for in-
state 
sales) 

Federally 
inspected 
(small or 
medium) 

Total all 
(presumed to 
be for local or 

regional 
consumption) 

Number animals 
consumed in tri-
county area (est. 
from per capita 

consumption 
averages) 

slaughter 
capacity as a 

% of est. 
consumption 

#  facilities w/in 
100 miles 

14 12 8 34     

# Cattle 3427 6025 2585 12,037 32182 37.4% 

# Swine 1648 3982 4943 10,573 73436 14.4% 

# Sheep 90 401 1240 1731 3847 45.0% 

# Goats 32 109 2998 (2) 3139 (data not available)   

              

Total number 
facilities in 

Kansas   

48 42 16 107     

(1) Table Notes:  Data provided by KDA and USDA.   

(2) 2976 of these goats slaughtered at one facility in DeSoto, KS.   

 
We can see from this table that if we are eating close to national average amounts of meat, our 
regional capacity to process local beef, pork and lamb is far below our consumer demand.  This table 
represents a lenient scenario, assuming that a livestock producer will actually drive 100 miles.  Usually 
50 miles would be considered challenging for producers.  Additionally, these same 34 facilities need to 
be shared with all of the other consumers within driving distance, so again these numbers would 
decrease to about half or less in terms of being able to meet the demands of a local market. These 
processing plants are disappearing by the day, as owners retire and don’t find anyone to take on the 
business. 
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Many more processors, storage facilities, and large food distributors are located in the region that 
includes Topeka and Kansas City. Food service to institutions such as schools, hospitals, restaurants and 
grocery stores is provided by many of the nationally-known distributors active in this region: 
 
 
 

Food Distributors and Transportation Companies in 
the tricounty area and surrounding metro region: 

 
US Food Service 

Lenexa, KS 
Kansascity.usfoodservice.com 

 
C & C Produce 

N Kansas City, MO 
http://www.ccproduce.net/ 

  
Sysco Kansas City, Inc. 

Olathe, KS 
http://www.sysco.com/ 

  
Fresh Food Express 

Oak Grove, MO 
http://www.freshfoodexpress.com/ 

 

 
These regional food distributors have been responding to the demand for local foods by piloting 
partnerships with local producers. As Sysco points out in their 2010 annual report, “Due to the size of 
these businesses, these partnerships will not represent high-volume business for Sysco; however, we 
have learned that we can work with local producers and small farms in an economically viable way.”  
 
Sysco Kansas City conducted a pilot partnership with Good Natured Family Farms, a Farm cooperative of 
some 150 smaller family farms within 200 miles of the Kansas City metropolitan area. As an umbrella 
brand for the individual farms and groups of farms involved, Good Natured Family Farms operates with 
a set of standards around sustainable agriculture, humane livestock care, and community commitment.  
 
Good Natured Family Farms handled aggregation of product for Sysco Kansas City while Balls Foods 
provided distribution services through its central warehouse. New products included: Cucumbers, 
tomatoes, yellow squash, zucchini, squash, Candy onions, sweet corn, Athena cantaloupe, seedless 
watermelon, peaches, honeydew melons, apples, peppers, cheese, eggs, tofu, honey, and milk.  
 
The Sysco Kansas City pilot resulted in 2,600 cases of incremental produce from 76 new local family farm 
suppliers contributed more than $50,000 in incremental sales.  
 
 
 

http://kansascity.usfoodservice.com/
http://www.ccproduce.net/
http://www.sysco.com/
http://www.freshfoodexpress.com/
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US Foodservice, one of the largest broadline distributors in the U.S., recently added a “local” icon to 
their online ordering system- highlighting products that are local to US Foodservice divisions.  
U.S. Foodservice’s online ordering system counts more than 10,000 products that are local to U.S. 
Foodservice divisions. Customers can conduct product searches that display only local items.  
 
C&C Produce in Kansas City operates a large warehouse/storage facility and delivery fleet of 28 trucks 
that serve the Kansas City produce market.  
 

Liberty Fruit Company in Kansas City offers repacking and prepared produce.  
 
Companies such as Fresh Food Express in Kansas City market specifically to customers desiring fresh, 
local foods. These companies are often refrigerated trucks/courier services that move local produce 
from farmers to consumers. However, they do not represent the large warehousing and aggregation 
infrastructure that US Foodservice and Sysco can provide.
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What does this mean for the future?  
 
 

 Farmers’ Markets provide a unique direct-marketing opportunity for local food distribution, and 
have been growing in popularity. Many communities have created year-round farmers’ markets 
to continue to meet consumer demand throughout the year.  

 Although there are many state-licensed food processors in our tricounty region, many of them 
represent specialty products such as wine and candies. Light processing of vegetables (i.e. 
chopping, simple prep) is a missing link in our ability to provide foods that our restaurants and 
institutions can readily use.  

 Meat producers in the tricounty region must travel great distances to have their product 
processed. As we explore meat processing opportunities in our region, the question of scale will 
be critical.  
 
 

 

What else would we like to know?  
 
 

 What is the market potential for meat processing plants in our tricounty region? Can small meat 
lockers serve our needs? Would plants need to pursue USDA certification?  

 How are the large food distributors defining “local”?  

 How can our Douglas County institutions incorporate more local food through their current 
purchasing contracts with the large food distributors? 
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Food Security 

Guaranteed access to ample healthy foods  

 

What Do We Know?   

Food Security in Kansas 

Today, the main reasons people and households become food insecure is not due to a shortage of 

available calories; rather, poverty and unequal food access results in an uneven distribution of the 

world’s food supply, which leaves some households and communities hungry while others throw out 

excess food 6.1.  Despite being an agriculturally based state, Kansas is not immune to food insecurity 

concerns and problems.  

Households across the state suffer from food insecurity, 

and participate in food assistance programs as a way to 

mitigate hunger and food access challenges6.2: 

 An average of 88,000 children in Kansas were 

served by the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 

Program (SNAP, formerly known as the food 

stamp program) between July 2008 and March 

2009. 

 In April 2009, more than 77,000 women and children received aid from the Special 

Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC). 

 In state fiscal year 2009, more than 151,000 Kansas students received reduced price lunches and 

more than 49,000 Kansas children received free lunches.  

 According to data collected between 2005 and 2007, the rate of food insecurity among Kansas 

households was two percent higher than food insecurity in the rest of the nation. 

 Nearly 40,000 Kansas children under the age of 5 — more than 1 in 5 children in this age group 

— are growing up with food insecurity and a risk of hunger. This is one of the highest rates of 

food insecurity in the country. 

 

 

"Community food security is a 

condition in which all community 

residents obtain a safe, culturally 

acceptable, nutritionally adequate diet 

through a sustainable food system that 

maximizes community self-reliance 

and social justice." -Mike Hamm and Anne 

Bellows, Community Food Security Coalition 
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When families are food insecure, they often rely on emergency agencies, including food banks, free 

kitchens and open shelters. According to surveys collected by Feeding America, over 80 percent of all 

Kansas households using these services reported being food insecure.  

Among households who participate in SNAP, 92 percent reported still being food insecure despite 

their participation in the program. While SNAP helped these families put food on their tables, the 

benefits were not sufficient to keep them from needing the services of other emergency food programs.  

Over the last year, nearly 50 percent of respondents did not have enough money to buy more food 

despite being hungry, and nearly a third of the households’ adults went entire days without eating 

because they did not have enough money to buy food.  

Food insecurity and hunger has economic implications that extend beyond the individual households 

that are unable to afford enough food. Child hunger, especially, incurs stunted developmental issues 

that lead to higher rates of hospital visits — the costs of which are passed along to the business 

community as insurance and tax burdens. 

 Children with empty bellies also do not learn as well, often resulting in poor performance in school and 

higher rates of behavioral problems — the impact which directly impacts the quality of our work force 6.3 
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Food Insecurity in Tricounty Area: 

The map below depicts food resources of Douglas County. There are markers indicating the locations of 

community gardens, grocery stores, emergency food services and convenience stores. 

Figure 38:  Douglas County Food Resources (2010) 
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In May of 2011, the USDA unveiled a new tool for tracking “food deserts” in our communities.  The 

USDA defines a food desert as a low-income census tract where a substantial number or share of 

residents has low access to a supermarket or large grocery store: 

 To qualify as a “low-income community,” a census tract must have either: 1) a poverty rate of 20 

percent or higher, OR 2) a median family income at or below 80 percent of the area's median 

family income;  

 To qualify as a “low-access community,” at least 500 people and/or at least 33 percent of the 

census tract's population must reside more than one mile from a supermarket or large grocery 

store (for rural census tracts, the distance is more than 10 miles). 

According to the USDA’s Food Desert locator, both Douglas and Leavenworth counties have regions 

that qualify as food deserts.  The map below shows the tricounty region, and nearby food deserts in 

Coffey, Miami, Wyandotte and Johnson counties. 

Figure 39:  Food Desert Map of NE Kansas Region: 

 

USDA, 2011 
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In Douglas County, there were three census tracts identified as food deserts due to their low income 

levels and lack of proximity to grocery retailers.   All three are found in Lawrence, Douglas County’s most 

populous city, and impact over 5,200 residents, 1,300 of which are children. 

 

Figure 40:  Map of Lawrence (DG County) Food Desert Tracts: 

 

 
 

Figure 41:  Lawrence (DG County) Food Desert Tracts Detail: 

 

 Tract 1 Tract 2 Tract 3 Total 

Population 3,626 5,556 6,497 15,697 

Number of people with 

low access 

1,760 693 2,756 5,209 

Percentage of people 

with low access 

48.5% 12.5% 42.4% 33.2% 

Number of low income 

people with low access 

686 327 1,357 2,370 

Percentage of low 

income people with low 

access 

18.9% 5.9% 20.9% 15.1% 

Number of children (0-

17) with low access 

415 105 790 1,310 

USDA, 2011 

1 

2 

3 
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In Leavenworth County, there were two adjacent census tracts identified as food deserts due to their 

low income levels and lack of proximity to grocery retailers.   Both are in the city of Leavenworth, and 

impact a total of 4,987 of the city’s residents (15% of the population). 

 

Figure 42:  Map of Leavenworth (LV County) Food Desert Tracts: 

 
 

Figure 43:  Leavenworth (LV County) Food Desert Tracts Detail: 

 Tract 1 Tract 2 Total 

Population 2,949 2,038 4,987 

Number of people with 

low access 

2,949 2,038 4,987 

Percentage of people 

with low access 

100% 100% 100% 

Number of low income 

people with low access 

1,204 1,215 2,419 

Percentage of low 

income people with low 

access 

40.8% 59.6% 48.5% 

Number of children (0-

17) with low access 

741 421 1,162 

USDA, 2011 

 

1 
2 
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Role of Local Foods in Addressing Food Security 

 

Signs of convergence between promoting local foods and households dealing with food insecurity have 

appeared in the last few years. For example, the EBT Project helps farmers' markets set up Electronic 

Benefits Transfer (EBT) for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), commonly called 

food stamps. One wireless card reader is used at each market to sell food tokens, which patrons can 

spend with most vendors of their choice. These programs make it possible for low-income and food-

insecure families to have access to fresh, healthy, local foods. 

 

The Lawrence Farmers Market is one of a small, but growing, number of farmers markets across the 

state that accepts EBT. Currently the Center for Disease Control reports that 16.3 percent of Kansas 

farmers markets accept this form of payment, for a total of 14 markets.  According to the Kansas Health 

Institute (KHI), about $370 million in food stamps were used last year in Kansas, with about $27,000 of 

that being spent at farmers markets 6.4. 

 

Fourteen Kansas Farmers Markets currently offer EBT processing for purchases of local food.  Below is 

data provided by the Kansas Farmers Market EBT Expansion Project, comparing 2009 and 2010 data: 

 

 In 2010, three markets added EBT bringing the total to fourteen.  

 167% growth in amount of Food Assistance dollars spent at markets through swiping the 

Vision Card. (From just over $10,000 in 2009 to almost $27,000 in 2010). 

 220% growth in the number of Vision Card transactions. (From 490 in 2009 to 1568 in 2010). 

Markets tripled the number of Vision Card swipes at Kansas farmers markets. 

 Use of debit cards also increased–from $17k in 2009 to almost $30k last year. (Debit use is 

significant as most markets charge a $1-$2 fee on debit transactions as a means of 

generating funds to offset the cost of operating an EBT program.) 
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Figure 44:  Kansas Farmers Market EBT Expansion Project Data – 2009 and 2010: 

 

Market 

Added 
EBT 

2009 
Vision 

2010 
Vision 

% 
change 

2009 
Debit 

2010 
Debit 

% 
change 

Allen County 2010 - $181 - - $10 - 

Atchison 2009 $131 $357 173% $445 $140 -69% 

Emporia 2009 $458 $1,085 137% $528 $523 -1% 

Garnett 2009 $146 $511 250% $0 $20 - 

Hillsboro 2009 $21 $384 1,729% - - - 

Kansas Grown! 2006 $3,327 $5,111 54% $8,910 $11,577 30% 

KCK Green/Juniper Gardens+ 2009 $39 $6,748 17,203
% 

$60 $40 -33% 

Lawrence 2006 $3,059 $6,451 111% $2,790 $6,505 133% 

Leavenworth 2009 $967 $359 -63% $1,615 $1,855 15% 

Old Town/Central Park 2009 $1,355 $3,047 125% $2,173 $5,562 156% 

Pittsburg 2010 - $795 - - $2,449 - 

Reno County 2009 $581 $1,338 130% $480 $870 81% 

Rosedale Farmers Market 2010 - $552 - - $182 - 

Totals  $10,084 $26,919 167% $17,001 $29,733 75% 

+ The tremendous increase at the KCK Greenmarket/Juniper Gardens Farmers Market is related to the 
incentive provided by the Beans&Greens Program which matched, dollar for dollar (up to $30 week), 
SNAP transactions. These markets also received assistance and funding for outreach. 

 

Another program is targeted specifically at low-income seniors. The 2010 Kansas Senior Farmers 

Market Program provided 5,700 people with vouchers to purchase local produce, totaling $170,000. 

The program provides eligible seniors with $30 in coupon checks that can be used for the purchase of 

Kansas-grown fresh fruits, vegetables, cut herbs and honey from a certified Kansas farmer.  Douglas, 

Leavenworth, and Jefferson county farmers markets all participate in this program. 
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What does this mean for the future? 
 

 An inequitable distribution of wealth and food has led to a current disparity in the ability of all 

households to provide enough to eat for their members. While some households must skip 

meals due to lack of funds to purchase food, others throw excess and wasted food away. 

 

 The areas with the least access to food outlets are also some of the areas with the lower income 

levels. Households that are the least likely to own a car are also situated in areas where distance 

to grocery stores are least walkable. – i.e. North Lawrence and East Lawrence. 

 

 The education and success of children in Douglas County is dependent upon their regular access 

to healthy foods and consumption of well-rounded diets. This is not only for the safety and well-

being of the area’s youth, but has future economic implications as well. 

 

 There is room for growth in the creation of farmers markets across the state. Increasing the 

number and frequency of farmers markets could make it possible for more consumers to make 

their food purchases from local sources.  Increasing SNAP benefits, WIC coupons, and senior 

coupons could connect low-income residents with local food.  

 

 Increased access to fresh produce and meats could not only address the food security concerns 

of our region, but also potentially address health concerns as well.  

 
What else would we like to know? 
 

 What role can education play in the improvement of the health and food security of at-risk 

populations? For example, by teaching and enabling households to produce, prepare and 

preserve their own food, could their access to fresh produce increase? 

 

 How can urban planning make a positive difference? Could changes to the current public 

transportation, zoning codes that prohibit a mix of business (such as grocery stores and corner 

markets) and residential building, and additional locations of grocery stores and farmers 

markets aid in more equitable access to healthy foods? 

 

 How can the need for farmers and farm workers to earn a living wage through the selling of 

their products and the need for families of all incomes levels to have access to fresh, affordable 

foods be reconciled?  Can food gleaning programs be maximized to make use of any excess 

foods? 
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Economics 
The commercial activity of our region 
 
The goals of this chapter are twofold- first, to understand the current economic impact of agricultural 
activities in our region, and second, to consider the economic implications of moving towards a more 
locally based food system. 
 
What do we know? 

The Economic Impact of Agriculture Today: 
 
Despite declines in the number of farms and farmers, the land area of Douglas, Jefferson, and 
Leavenworth counties is still dominated by agricultural uses.  Currently, land in farms averages about 
75% of the total land area of the three counties, and agricultural activity is a significant contributor to 
the economy of our tricounty region.  This can be represented in terms of total farm sales, the number 
of farms compared to other business sectors, and the impact on employment and wages. 
 
According to the 2007 Census of Agriculture, the total market value of agricultural products sold in the 
tri-county region was $135.8 million7.1:  
 

$41.2 million = Douglas  (state rank:  92/105 counties) 
$61.3 million = Jefferson (state rank:  72/105 counties) 
$33.2 million = Leavenworth (state rank: 98/105) 

 
Farmers also received $5.6 million in government subsidies, but spent $120 million on expenses.  
Therefore, net cash income for farms in our region in 2007 was $28 million.  Of the total $135.8 million 
in sales, only $1.2 million were from direct sales to consumers7.1.   
 
Figure 45:  Value of Sales from Farms 2007  

 TRI-COUNTY KANSAS 

Number of Farms 3,380 65,531 

Total Sales in $ $135,825,000 $14,413,182,000 

Sales in $ per farm $40,185 $219,944 

      

Farm Production Expense $119,782,000 $12,364,531,000 

      

Government Payments $5,656,000 $427,144,000 

      

Net Cash Income $28,151,000 $2,961,691,000 

Net Cash Income $ per farm $8,329 $45,195 

      

Value Direct Sales # farms 237 2,140 

Value Direct Sales  $1,245,000 $9,272,000 

Value Direct Sales $ per farm $5,253 $4,333 
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Livestock and crops are the dominant sales categories in the tricounty area, with sales per farm of 
$31,417 and $49,097 respectively.  Vegetables generate $19, 014 per farm, and sales for fruit farms in all 
counties are not reported in the census of agriculture due to the low numbers in some counties7.1. 
 
Farms outnumber any other business category in the tri-county area with 3380 working farms, though 
the number of farms with employees is less, at 5207.2. 
 
Figure 46:  Number of Business Establishments in Tricounty Area  

 
          Appendix Table 7.1 

When comparing farms to other businesses in terms of total sales, they are generally much smaller, both 
on aggregate, and also on a per farm basis, only bringing in about $40,000 per business as compared to 
manufacturing with $8.7 million per business7.2. 
 
The number of employees per farm is fewer than the other businesses for which we have data.  The 
chart below shows a quick comparison to other economic sectors.  Total payroll for employees is also 
smaller for farm businesses7.2. 
  
Figure 47:   Comparison of Jobs and Payroll for Various Sectors: 
 

      

 Economic Sector: Average jobs 
per business 
establishment 

Annual payroll 
per business 
establishment 

Average 
annual payroll 
per employee 

Manufacturing 39 $1,370,000 $35,128 

Health care & social assistance 19 $640,000 $33,684 

Accommodation & food services 18 $183,000 $10,166 

Agriculture (farms with employees) 4 $11,000 $2750 
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Throughout the state there has been a significant shift in the distribution of farms.  Statewide, the 
“farms in the middle” have declined in numbers, and have chosen to either expand or to become 
smaller, part-time farms and take an off-farm job to supplement income and to obtain benefits such as 
health insurance and retirement.  The figures below highlight this trend - comparing 1982 and 2007 
Census of Ag figures for farms by in gross sales categories7.2. 
 
Figures 48 & 49:   Distribution of Farms in Kansas and Tricounty Area by Gross Income/Sales 
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Several things can be noted in these figures, among them a more dramatic increase in large farms (sales 
>$250,000) on a state-wide basis, probably representing some of the larger cropped acreages in the 
western part of the state.  We also see a more dramatic increase in the number of farms in the smallest 
category (<$1000) on a state-wide basis, though that trend is obvious in the tri-county area as well. 
 
It would be hard to argue that farming has been profitable during this 25 year period, or even in earlier 
eras, so cause and effect regarding these shifts in farm size could be argued to be a cause of low income 
(e.g. smaller farms = lower income).  It could also be that because farm profitability is so low, farmers as 
managers have realized that they either need to become larger to obtain an adequate family income on 
low margins/profits per acre, or to obtain off-farm employment to in effect, subsidize their farming.   
 
The chart below points to tricounty trends in personal incomes, among various economic sectors.  While 
every other sector saw an increase in average personal incomes since 1969, farm earnings have 
flatlined – with many years reporting negative farm incomes7.1. 
 
Figures 50:  Average Personal Income in Key Industries 

 
 
 
Clearly, the question of the profitability and viability of farming is beyond the scope of this study, but it 
is an issue that impacts plans for local and regional food system development.  The handful of studies 
that have tracked farm profitability for smaller producers show that profits are still marginal: 
 
 John Hendrickson conducted a study in Wisconsin (ref 2005) over a 3-year period with 19 vegetable 
farms, ranging in size from 0.5 to 70 acres.  Farmer collaborators tracked all farm expenses, hired labor, 
and own time, and calculated their own wage per hour each year and over the 3-year period.  The 
results are sobering, as the wage for the farm manager/owner ranged from $4.96 for the smaller 
farms (< 3 acres),  to $7.45 for the mid-sized farms (3-12 acres), up to $11.36 for the larger farms(12-
70 acres).    
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In some cases, the farm owners were paying their workers more than they pay themselves.  There are 
several important issues raised by this study beside the low average wage overall.  One is that the 
highest self-wages are still not considered a living wage in many parts of the county, let alone 
appropriate salary for someone in management, supervising employees and an investment worth 
several thousand dollars.  Another issue is that these were not beginning farmers, but could be thought 
to be representative of farmers in other parts of the country selling through local food channels.  Many 
of the farms were using direct market channels, farmers’ markets and CSA’s to obtain a retail price for 
their produce. 

 
Another study published by John Biernbaum in 2010 looked at the return to farmers adopting high 
tunnels as a way to grow local vegetables during a greater number of months in temperate climates.  He 
collaborated with nine experienced vegetable growers in three regions of Michigan who tracked their 
expenses and labor over three years.  He also found that net wages to growers were smaller than 
expected, ranging from $0.28 to $12.77, with an average of $6.24/hour to the owner.  More studies like 
these are needed to determine if these trends hold up in other parts of the country7.3. 
 
Cash grain and livestock farming are often not profitable either.  A quick look at KSU Farm Management 
spreadsheets will show an average break-even price for wheat, corn, milo, etc. grown in Kansas, and 
many years the price of the grain on the market is at or below this price.  Government farm program 
subsidies currently make up this difference, allowing farmers to stay in business while allowing grain 
prices to fall below the cost of production, which thus subsidizes livestock farms such as cattle and hog 
operations, to purchase grain for feed 7.4.   
 
However, no subsidies exist for fruit and vegetable crops.  Milk has been subsidized in the past to 
encourage more production, but in recent years the subsidy price for milk has declined to at or below 
the cost of production, resulting in many dairy farms leaving the business as can be seen in state, 
national and our local/regional trends.   
 
Consumer spending on agricultural products: 
 
Despite the challenges of farm profitability, consumption of food in our tricounty region creates 
significant economic activity.  If we look at food sales taxed in the tricounty area, we find that 
consumers spent about $392 million on food in 2009 (retail value)7.5.   
 
Figure51:  Retail food sales – tricounty area - 2009 

 Taxable Sales of 
Food - 2009 

Population -
2009 

Douglas  $269,510,995  116,383  

Jefferson  $17,298,844  18,207  

Leavenworth  $104,918,573  75,227  

3 county TOTAL  $391,728,411  209,817  

The following table compares farm sales for several food categories as compared to estimated 
consumption amounts.  There are several assumptions in this data – as farm sales are generally 
wholesale, while consumption represents retail prices.  However, even with this crude comparison, it is 
clear that the tricounty region produces abundant animal products/meats, but has significant gaps in 
the fruit and vegetable categories.  
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Figure52:  Consumption in Kansas and Tricounty Area Compared to Direct Sales: 
 

Consumption in the state and  tricounty area as compared to agricultural direct sales (1)  

  

Annual fruit 
and 
vegetable 
expenditure 

2007 farm 
sales fruit 
and 
vegetables 

Annual meat 
expenditure 

2007 farm 
sales all 
livestock (2) 

Annual 
cereals 
expenditure 

2007 farm 
sales wheat (3) 

Annual dairy 
expenditure 

2007 farm 
sales dairy 

Kansas  $767,204,324  $32,060,000  $985,331,043  $9,525,971,000  $594,207,271  $1,403,043,000  $503,947,938  $376,511,000 

Farm sales as % 
of food 
expenditure   4.18%   966.78%   236.12%   74.71% 

                  

Douglas  $30,591,737  $1,462,000  $39,289,388  $13,289,000  $23,693,600  $1,338,000  $20,094,572  $2,165,000 

Jefferson  $4,785,783  $705,000  $6,146,447  $27,915,000  $3,706,636  $1,926,000  $3,143,602  $2,321,000 

Leavenworth  $19,773,718  $315,000  $25,395,657  $12,236,000  $15,314,938  $833,000  $12,988,619  $3,705,000 

                  

3 county total $55,151,238  $2,482,000 $70,831,492 $53,440,000 $42,715,174 $4,097,000 $36,226,793 $8,191,000 

Farm sales as % 
of food 
expenditure   4.50%   75.45%   9.59%   22.61% 

 (1) From Chapter 3 Table 4. Estimates of Food Expenditure by food category by County Using Labor Statistics for Average Annual Household 
Expenditures 
 (2) note: this column includes milk, eggs, etc.  
(3) used wheat as a proxy or estimate for edible cereals  
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What would meeting this demand look like?  
 
A comprehensive economic impact analysis for the tricounty region was beyond the scope of this report. 
However, two similar analyses conducted in the eleven-county Kaw River Valley, and in the state of Iowa can 
point toward some potential impacts:  
 
A recent study by Ken Meter (2008) detailed the economic impact of food production and consumption in 
the Kaw River Valley (11 counties in NE Kansas). According to Meter’s analysis, the population in the region has 
an annual income close to $42 billion, and spends nearly $2 billion on foods from outside of the region. 
Consumers in this region spend $200 million on fruits and vegetables for home consumption. However, regional 
farms only reported $1.4 million in sales of vegetables per year, leaving a huge market for local producers to 
profit from selling to local consumers.  

Economists at Iowa State University measured the potential net economic impacts that could accrue to the 
state of Iowa were it to achieve various levels of fruits and vegetable production and direct and grocery sales to 
consumers. They found that if Iowa residents ate five servings of fruit and vegetables every day, it could mean 
an additional $302 million in sales and more than 4,000 jobs added to the Iowa economy if just 25 percent of the 
extra fruit and vegetables are Iowa grown.  
 
In the Natural Resources chapter of this document, particular attention was paid to the Class I and Class II soils 
that characterize the river bottoms of the Kaw Valley Region. These are soils that can support nearly all 
cultivation practices, including more the more nutrient-intense production of fruit and vegetable crops.  
 
To understand the economic impacts of scaling up fruit and vegetable production on Class I and soils, we 
analyzed the current market value of the vegetable and fruit crops grown in the tricounty region, on a per acre 
basis. Then, using that per acre market value, it allows us to estimate the potential economic value of crops 
should we expand production to existing Class I soils in our tricounty area. Clearly, not all Class I soils would be 
dedicated to agriculture, but this helps us begin to grasp the economic opportunity this resource represents.  
 
Currently, vegetable and fruit production in the Tricounty region generates $2.1 million. The potential should 
Class I soils be dedicated to agriculture: $43.4 million. 
 
Figure53:  Economic Impact of Production on Class I Soils: 
 

 Current acres of 
vegetable/fruit 
crops 

Market value of 
current 
vegetable/fruit crops  

Value/acre Acres of 
Class I soil  

Potential 
market value of 
crops on Class I 

Douglas 389 $1,462,000 $3,758 8370 $29,995,429 

Jefferson 196 $371,000 $1,893 2806 $4,940,357 

Leavenworth 124 $315,000 $2,540 3460 $8,474,516 

Tricounty total 709 $2,148,000  14636 $43,410,303 
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Local food sales at Farmers’ Markets and retail groceries:  
 
In the tricounty region, several farmers’ markets sell directly to consumers. Although vendors are not required 
to report sales figures to farmers’ market coordinators, an economic tool called a Rapid Market Assessment can 
be used to estimate economic activity generated by farmers’ markets.  
 
Despite the fact that a rapid assessment is a very rough estimate, this data points to some important findings: 
First, a significant amount of economic activity can be generated at a farmers’ market, as illustrated by the sales 
in Lawrence in July 25 of $23,000 in a single morning. Divided among the 90 vendors, this amounts to $250 in 
sales on average.  
 
One advantage of selling at a farmers’ market is that retail prices are obtained by the growers. One down-side is 
that to obtain that price, vendors or their employees must be present for the hours that the market is open, plus 
the time it takes to set up, take down, in addition to loading and unloading the vehicle and transportation time, 
which might also be part of other forms of direct local marketing.  
 
When this time is considered and the dollars per hour per vendor are calculated, the profitability of being at the 
market and paying someone for those hours, in addition to trying to obtain a profitable (above break-even) price 
for produce becomes more challenging.  
 
Figure54:  The following Rapid Market Assessment was conducted by the Kansas Rural Center in 2009: 
 

Location Date Day of 
week 

Sales Shoppers Vendors Hours 
of sale 

$ per 
customer 

$ per 
vendor 

$ per 
vendor 

per hour 

Locations in tri-
county area 

         

Lawrence Jul. 25 Sat. $23,318  90 4  $259.09 $64.77 

Leavenworth Aug. 8 Sat. $8,632 832 28 3.5 $10.38 $308.29 $88.08 

Other locations 
in Kaw Valley 

         

Manhattan Aug. 1 Sat. $11,595 1410 34 5 $8.22 $341.03 $68.21 

Topeka Aug. 5 Wed. $9,935 2928 18 4 $3.39 $551.94 $137.99 

Emporia Aug. 15 Sat. $2,677 760 21 4 $3.52 $127.48 $31.87 

 
Area retail grocery stores and restaurants have also shown interest in offering local food choices to their 
customers. However, local food sales are difficult to track separately from conventional products, and no 
comprehensive analysis exists that captures the economic impact of these transactions.  
 
Two area retail grocery stores, the Community Mercantile, and Checkers have actively pursued local food items 
for their customers. In fact, at the Community Mercantile in 2010, a full 17.8% of all purchases in the meat 
department were from local producers (defined as within 200 miles), and 8.2% of all producer purchases were 
from local growers. Checkers estimates that they deal with 8-10 local producers on a regular basis, representing 
$40,000-$50,000 in purchases from these producers per year. 
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What does this mean for the future?  
 

 The potential to create a closed-loop, localized food system exists in our study area. However, the 
challenging economics of all types of farming make this a difficult endeavor.  

 The tricountry area’s growth in fruit and vegetable production could be increased more effectively and 
rapidly with the aid of government subsidies. Currently, government subsidy payments do not support 
these crops.  

 Scaling up fruit and vegetable production would help address the “gap” between consumer spending on 
these products, and tricounty production amounts, allowing us to capture those dollars locally.  

 
 

What else would we like to know?  
 

 The income level for farmers in our region needs to be addressed. Are those responsible for producing 
our food not earning a living wage?  

 

 How much locally produced foods are sold at area grocery stores and restaurants? Research is needed 
to track these sales to have a better estimate of the current, and potential, economic impact.  

 

 How much economic activity is generated by our region’s farmers’ markets?  
 

 How much market potential exists to scale up the food businesses that would support increased 
production (i.e. light processing, warehousing, distribution)? 
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Appendix Charts and Tables 
 

Historic Trends 
 

1.1 Historic Farm Numbers and Acres    

     

 1890  1920  1950  2007  

     

US number of farms  4,564,011    2,204,792  

US acres in farms  623,218,619    922,095,840  

US acres cropland     406,424,909  

     

Kansas number of farms  100,617  165,286  131,394  65,531  

Kansas acres in farms  30,214,456  52,355,360  52,549,120  46,345,827  

% land area in farms  58  87  93  89  

Kansas acres cropland    21,493,754  19,886,655  

% land in cropland    0.41  0.38  

      Census of Agriculture, various years 
 

1.2 Tri-County Number of Farms    

  1950  2007  

DG number of farms   1,630  1,040  

JF number of farms   1,725  1,137  

LV number of farms   1,825  1,203  

Tri-county number of farms  5,180  3,380  

      Census of Agriculture, various years 
 

1.3 Number of Kansas Farms Growing Fruits and Vegetables  

      

 1920  1950  1997  2002  2007  

      

Vegetables for home use*  123,675  69,639  ??  ??  ??  

      

Vegetables for sale (total)  109,708  36,190  **  **  473  

potato  92,514  31,879  72  38  137  

sweet potato  9,268  2,736  3  17  36  

Vegetables (no potatoes)  7,926  1,575  424  327  **  

      

Veg under glass  (none?)  180  27 28  46  
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Farms with Land in Orchards 
(fruits and nuts)  

40,873  43,001  459  476  432  

      

total number of farms  165,286  131,394  65,476  64,414  65,531  

      

      Census of Agriculture, various years 
 

Natural Resources 
 
2.1  Land Use Types are divided as follows (Douglas County GIS Department, 2009):  
 

 Ag Use with Homestead (85,559 acres) 

 Ag Use (128,572 acres) 

 Commercial (3,835 acres) 

 Exempt from Taxation (31,245 acres) 

 Exempt IRB (11 acres) 

 Not for Profit (128 acres) 

 Other (50 acres) 

 Residential (29,600 acres) 

 Utility Company (629 acres) 

 Vacant Ground (7,986 acres) 

 

Production 
 
3.1 Tricounty Cropland 

2007 Kansas  
Douglas 
County 

Jefferson 
County 

Leavenworth 
County 

Tricounty 
Total 

CROPLAND 28,216,064 134,741 155,628 102,544 392,913 

Harvested  19,886,655 118,816 134,073 86,278 339,167 

Pasture/Grazing 
Only 1,274,320 7,289 11,051 6,104 24,444 

Other 7,055,089 8,636 10,504 10,162 29,302 

WOODLAND 792,858 14,822 21,493 24,480 60,795 

Pastured  337,671 5,489 8,675 10,223 24,387 

Not Pastured 455,187 9,333 12,818 14,257 36,408 

Permanent 
Pasture       

and Rangeland  15,932,985 58,478 92,269 55,510 206,257 

Land in Buildings,       

Ponds, Roads, etc. 1,403,920 12,595 16,413 12,320 41,328 
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3.2 Top Crop Items in Tricounty Area 

 
Wheat for 
grain Oats for grain  

Barley for 
grain Rye for grain Corn for grain 

 in bushels in bushels in bushels in bushels in bushels 

Kansas 270,115,386 1,363,381 692,044 309,317 500,560,815 

Douglas County 257,358 2,400  D 3,269,890 

Jefferson County 365,271 5,497 3,593  4,922,567 

Leavenworth 
County 151,760 12,293   1,739,176 

 Foodshed Total 774,389 20,190 3,593  9,931,633 
 

3.3 Major Grains, Minor Grains, Fruits and Vegetables by Acre in Tricounty 
Cropland by 
Acres     

 
Major 
Grains* 

Minor 
Grains**  

Fruits 
*** Vegetables****  

Kansas 14965504 2786806 7162 14291 

Douglas County 84613 3625 11 204 

Jefferson County 92111 2902 81 99 

Leavenworth 
County 49054 245 44 80 

Tricounty Total 225778 6772 136 383 

*wheat, corn for grain and for silage, 
soybeans   

**barley, sorghum, oats    

***land in 
orchards     

****vegetables, potatoes, sweet potatoes   
 

3.4 Meat and Animal Products Produced in Tricounty 

 Cattle and  
Hogs and 
Pigs 

Broilers and meat-
type Dairy Products  

Sheep and 
Lambs 

 Calves Sold Sold Chickens Sold Sold $1000 Inventory 

Kansas 8,738,281 4,712,308 26,941 376,511 84,194 

Douglas County 13,678 3,035 5,460 2,165 629 

Jefferson County 29,334 5,730                                                D 2,321 612 

Leavenworth 
County 12,513 3,776 212 3,705 576 

 Foodshed Total 55,525 12,541 5,672 8,191 1,817 
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Consumption 
 

4.1 Annual Consumption vs. Recommended, by food group 

Amount  
Consumed per person  
by food group as  
compared to suggested  
portions  

Primary 
Weight  

Per Capita 
Availability 
after all losses 
(at the retail 
and consumer 
levels)  

Number of 
Food Pyramid 
Servings 
Consumed per 
day  

Food Pyramid 
Recommended 
Servings for 2000 cal. 
Diet5  

 
lb per 
person/year 
at farm gate  

lb/person/year 
after losses  

(note units 
change by food 
group)  

 

Protein Sources (ounces)    (ounces)   

Beef and veal  92  40  1.71   

Pork  63  26.8  1.20   

Lamb  1.1  0.4  0.02   

TOTAL RED MEAT  156.2  67.2    

     

chicken  97.6  33.9  1.50   

turkey  17.6  9.1  0.40   

TOTAL POULTRY  115.2  43    

     

TOTAL FISH  16  10.7  0.50   

     

TOTAL EGGS  32.4  21.2  0.50   

     

TOTAL TREE NUTS  3.5  3  0.30   

COCONUT  0.5  0.4  0.04   

     

PEANUTS  6.4  5.4  0.50   

     

DRY LEGUMES  7  6  0.10   

(PEAS, BEANS, ETC)      

     

TOTAL PROTEIN SOURCES   6.77 oz  5.5 oz  

Total Meat (from charts)  330.1  150.9  6.60 oz   

     

Vegetables (cups)    (Cups)   

potato chips  15.9  3.35  0.15   

potato dried  12.4  1.47  0.01   

potato frozen  53.5  17.1  0.12   

potato canned  0.95  0.057  0.00   

TOTAL processed  82.75  21.977  0.28   
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potato fresh  36.7  23  0.19   

TOTAL POTATOES  119.45  44.977  0.47 cups  0.40 cups  

     

Fresh vegetables (minus potatoes)  151  69  0.72   

Processed vegetables (minus potatoes)  118.35  48.223  0.38   

TOTAL OTHER VEG  269.35  117.223  1.10 cups  2.1 cups  

TOTAL VEGETABLES and POTATOES    1.57 cups  2.5 cups  

     

Fruit (cups)    (cups)   

Total Fresh  126.8  54.8  0.46   

Total Canned  15.2  10  0.05   

Total Frozen  4.9  3.9  0.03   

Total Dried  10.1  1.9  0.03   

Total Fruit Juice  93  53.2  0.27   

TOTAL FRUIT  249.9  123.8  0.84 cups  2 cups  

ALL FORMS** (temperate and tropical)      

     

Milk (cups)    (cups)   

Fluid milk & yogurt  191  134.4  0.70   

cheese  29.9  24.5  0.70   

cottage cheese  2.3  1.7  0.01   

frozen dairy  25  17.6  0.10   

Other incl. evap and dry milk  11.4  8.7  0.17   

MILK TOTAL  259.6  186.9  1.68 cups  3 cups  

     

Fats (calories)    (teaspoons)   

Total added fats and oils  102.3  67.8  640.70   

Amt in dairy products consumed  15.3  10.7  25.00   

Other Added fats and oils*  87  57.1  
13.66 
teaspoons  

6 tsp  

*includes butter, animal and vegetables 
oils but not other dairy fats  

    

     

Sugars (teaspoons)    (teaspoons)   

Honey & syrup  1.4  1  0.30   

corn sweeteners  69.2  49.3  14.60   

cane and beet sugar  65.7  46.7  13.80   

TOTAL CALORIC  136.3  97  28.70 tsp  16.7 tsp  

SWEETENERS      

     

Grains (ounces)    (ounces)   

oat products  4.8  2.52  0.11   

barley products  0.68  0.36  0.02   
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rye flour  0.5  0.34  0.02   

corn products  33  23.2  1.70   

rice  21  14.8  0.65   

wheat products  136.6  96.2  5.22   

TOTAL GRAINS  196.5  137.4  7.69 oz  6 oz  

     
         USDA Economic Research Service 

 

4.2  Estimates of Food Expenditure by County Using 
Labor Statistics for Average Annual Household 
Expenditures  

    

Population  
2010 
estimated 
population  

Annual total food 
expenditure  

Annual food 
prepared 
outside of the 
home  

  
(population x 
$2577)  

(food x .419)  

Kansas  2,918,747  $7,521,611,019  $3,151,555,017  

    

Douglas  116,383  $299,918,991  $125,666,057  

Jefferson  18,207  $46,919,439  $19,659,245  

Leavenworth  75,227  $193,859,979  $81,227,331  

    

3 county 
total  

209,817  $540,698,409  $226,552,633  

    U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010  
 

4.3. Estimates of Food Expenditure by Category 

     

 
Annual fruit and 
vegetable 
expenditure  

Annual meat 
expenditure  

Annual cereals 
expenditure  

Annual dairy 
expenditure  

       

Kansas  $767,204,324  $985,331,043  $594,207,271  $503,947,938  

     

Douglas  $30,591,737  $39,289,388  $23,693,600  $20,094,572  

Jefferson  $4,785,783  $6,146,447  $3,706,636  $3,143,602  

Leavenworth  $19,773,718  $25,395,657  $15,314,938  $12,988,619  

     

Tricounty total  $55,151,238  $70,831,492  $42,715,174  $36,226,793  
      U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010 
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4.4 Taxable food sales per capita compared to number of food sales locations and grocery 
stores per capita  

 
2009 
Taxable sales 
per person  

Population 
2009  

number 
of food 
sales 
locations 
total  

number 
of 
grocery 
and 
specialty 
food 
stores  

per 
capita 
total 
stores 
(per 
1000)  

per 
capita 
grocery 
and 
specialty 
food 
stores 
(per 
1000)  

number 
of 
farmers 
markets 
per 
county  

percent 
zip codes 
per 
county 
with a 
healthy 
food 
outlet4  

Douglas  $2,316  116,383  369  82  3.17  0.70  2  86%  

Jefferson  $950  18,207  73  27  4.01  1.48  1 44%  

Leavenworth  $1,395  75,227  173  48  2.30  0.64  1  43%  

3 county TOTAL  $1,867  209,817  615  157  2.93  0.75  4   

State TOTAL all  $2,011  2,918,747  9374   3.21   93  

 
 
 

Economics 

 

5.1 Selected Statistics from the 2007 Economic Census and 2007 Census of Agriculture  

Number of Establishments  

DG  JF  LV  SUM  

Manufacturing  88 0 37  125 

Retail trade  407 58 188  653 

Information  55 3 19  77 

Real estate, rental & 
leasing  

170 9 61  240 

Professional, scientific 
& tech. services  

286 22 126  434 

Adm, support, waste 
mang and Remediation 
Srvs  

141 19 68  228 

Educational services  30 3 5  38 

Health care & social 
assistance  

283 27 122  432 

Arts, entertainment & 
recreation  

45 7 12  64 

Accommodation & food 
services  

299 22 86  407 
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Other services (except 
public adm)  

190 27 96  313 

Agriculture (1) total 
farms  

1040 1137 1203  3380 

Agriculture (1) farms 
with employees  

167 169 184  520  

Footnotes:  

(1) All data from US Census Bureau 2007 county level data except Ag, from Census of Ag, 2007  

(2) For farms, an employee is defined as any paid worker, can be  
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